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Chapter 1 : Beauty Archives - Michelle Phan â€“ Michelle Phan
Just another old soul dreamer with childlike faith. Teaching and inspiring everyone to become their own best makeup
artist:) So sit back, enjoy and let's pl.

By Renee Jacques July 2, In our exclusive Michelle Phan interview, one of the first beauty influencers shares
her reasoning behind letting go of foundation and reveals her entire K-beauty skin care routine. Anyone who
started dabbling in the world of YouTube makeup videos back has a soft spot in their heart for Michelle Phan.
But about two years ago, Michelle decided to stop posting on her channel and take some time to focus on
herself and grow spiritually. It was also two years that Michelle stopped wearing a lot of makeup and started
going foundation free. We had a chance to chat with Michelle about her decision to focus on skin care rather
than makeup and her favorite skin care products. What inspired that decision? It honestly became too high
maintenance for me. Our skin is the largest organ in our body and it communicates with us. Doing so built up
this insecurity I had where foundation felt like my security blanket. Skin care is an investment. Makeup is
instant gratification. I think the most important part is recognizing your skin and just understanding it. No one
knows your skin better than you. Do you have combination or oily skin? Also, recognize the patterns in your
skin. Do you get acne right before your period, and is it around your chin area? If you do, your acne might be
a hormonal issue. Even dairy is full of hormones, and that can trigger a breakout. So first, have a proper
diagnosis on your skin. From there, you can start implementing things. Like OK, my skin is dry, so I should
get a really hydrating moisturizer and start using a mask. We have the ability to repair our skin. You can
reverse it. The skin has the ability to heal itself, you just have to know the right techniques and adopt a healthy
habit. It pays off in the long run, believe me. How much did K-beauty influence your transition into focusing
more on skin care? I love innovation, so of course, I started gravitating towards Korean products. I knew about
brands like Missha back then because I knew they were making the best BB cream at the time. What are your
favorite Korean products? I love the masking. I have more sheet mask options than clothes! When CC cream
and cushion compacts debuted in Korea, I switched over to that over foundation. I find that they are amazing. I
use a lot of lip products from Korea. What is your current skin care routine? I use it with cotton pads and it
keeps my skin clean, hydrated, and refreshed. When it comes to chemical exfoliation, the Dr. I love how low
maintenance my life is now. That was game-changer for me. What is your typical makeup routine now? I
spent my 20s exploring and expressing different facets of my beauty. Some people find it earlier, others like
myself, are late bloomers. If you want to go crazy with makeup in your 20s, do it. Just make sure to maintain
good habits when you remove your makeup. At the end of the day, your skin is everything; your skin is your
foundation. Are you inspired to go foundation free? Share your thoughts in the comments!
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Chapter 2 : What Happened to Vietnamese American Beauty Expert Michelle Phan?
Toggle navigation. Social. YouTube; Facebook; Instagram; Twitter; Blog; Projects. TOUCHED by Kristofferson.

Tweet on Twitter Michelle Phan is a renowned Youtube personality who is best known for her make-up
tutorial videos. Born in Massachusetts, her family often struggled with finances when she was young; for a
period of time, they relied on food stamps for subsidence. Despite the rough times that she went through, she
excelled as a student. After graduating from high school, she studied at the Ringling College of Art and
Design. Having eventually developed a passion for make-up while she was a teen, Phan eventually started a
blog in in which she posted various tutorials for readers. By , she had taken advantage of Youtube- a site
booming in popularity, to post various make-up video tutorials and vlogs. Her talent apparent, she quickly
became an online sensation. Since then, she has become the second most subscribed to user on Youtube. The
second oldest out of three siblings, she enjoyed playing video games and drawing growing up. While her
childhood was enjoyable, her parents often found themselves struggling with finances; at one point, Phan and
her siblings even had to rely on food stamps. A dedicated student, Phan excelled in high school as a teen.
During her teens, she was known for having applied heavy make up; while her parents often disapproved,
Phan saw it as a form of art. Unfortunately, her dream was not supported by her mother, who wanted her to
pursue something more concrete, such as medicine. After graduating from high school, Phan successfully
persuaded her parents to let her attend a series of make-up and cosmetic classes; at the same time, she also
studied at the Ringling College of Art and Design. In , the aspiring make-up artist started her own blog in
which she posted various make-up tutorials. As her popularity rose, Phan began receiving numerous requests
from readers. Deciding that videos were easier to understand than text, she subsequently posted a number of
tutorial vlogs on her site. In , Phan launched her Youtube channel. From then on, she regularly uploaded
make-up videos, garnering subscribers along the way. Not only did it effectively boost her popularity, but the
feature also helped her break the one million subscriber mark on Youtube. A Youtube partner, Phan easily
earns thousands from her collection of make-up tutorials on the site. Since her soar to fame, she has also
picked up a few business ventures which easily add to her overall income. In , the Youtube personality
co-founded a monthly cosmetics products subscription service called MyGlam with a couple of business
partners. Later renamed Ipsy, subscribers receive a selection of five beauty products e. As of , the company
had approximately 1. Continuing to branch out her business endeavors, Phan launched a line of cosmetics
called em by Michelle Phan in the summer of Eventually launched in the spring of , it was made available via
Roku. Published by Random House, it was made available in October of EM Cosmetics, Ipsy, Lancome, etc.
How has her income changed and grown over the past few years? Surely it has increased, but how much?
What about her net worth? Seeing as how her Youtube channel is constantly growing, her presence on social
media will most likely only continue to increase over the next years- which means her earnings from being a
Youtube partner will also go up. A similar thing can be said for her business ventures; if their current
popularity is any indication, they will probably only continue to grow in success. No, Michelle Phan is not
married. It is unknown whether or not the make-up guru was in any previous relationships in the past. No,
Michelle Phan does not have any children. Did Michelle Phan Go to College? Yes, the Youtube personality
went to college. During that period, she also took a number of beauty and make-up courses. Where Does
Michelle Phan Live? Although not much has been revealed about her residence, it is known that she records
most of her videos in a make-shift studio in the house. Considering her fortune, her house is probably
reasonably big. It is currently unknown as to what kind of car Michelle Phan drives. So far, her Youtube
channel- which currently boasts hundreds of tutorials, has been viewed over one billion times; she is also the
second most subscribed-to user, with more than eight million subscribers. Throughout the past years, her
efforts have earned her a number of awards. Michelle Phan as a Philanthropist On numerous occasions, Phan
has helped to raise thousands of dollars for various charities and organizations. Recent Events After the
make-up guru seemingly disappeared from social media, fans were left wondering about her whereabouts.
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Chapter 3 : Make Up by Michelle Phan | calendrierdelascience.com
i wouldn't dare wearing this make up to any festival/summer parties:(it would be better if you do more wearable make up
tutorials ^^ï»¿ Sydney Doyle February 15,

Chapter 4 : em michelle phan Makeup Mood Enhancer Illuminating Skin Filter Fl Oz | Luxury Beauty outlet
LancÃ´me Video Makeup Artist Michelle Phan shares her tips for creating a unique and gorgeous holiday makeup look
in this easy-to-follow video.

Chapter 5 : Holiday Makeup How-To With Michelle Phan | StyleCaster
#Michelle phan i want a small advice from calendrierdelascience.com can i get rid of stretch marks on various parts of
my body and how to prevent stretch marks.i have tried many hone remedies and bio oil but no
calendrierdelascience.com help!!

Chapter 6 : â„³ ð“‚€ (@michellephan) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
Amazon's Choice for "michelle phan makeup" em michelle phan The Life Palette, Love Life. by em michelle phan. $ $ 39
FREE Shipping on eligible orders.

Chapter 7 : The Klog's Michelle Phan Interview: Why She Is Now Foundation Free
Inspired by the girl who wants luminous skin. This sheer illuminator creates a special skin brightening effect - just like a
filter to a photo.

Chapter 8 : Michelle Phan Net Worth - How Much The Make-Up Vlogger Makes - Gazette Review
You can binge read my story book HELIOS: FEMINA here calendrierdelascience.com Starring â˜¾ IAMKARENO
YouTube: calendrierdelascience.com Instagram: calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 9 : Behind the Make-Up: Michelle Phanâ€™s Story :: calendrierdelascience.com
Michelle Phan (born April 11, ) is an American make-up artist, entrepreneur, and voice actress who became notable as a
YouTube personality. Phan's YouTube channel has over million subscribers, billion lifetime views, [3] and uploaded
videos.
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